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Oral Expression: Complete the questions with the correct form of ‘do’ or 
‘make.’
1. What is your home/building ________ of?

2. What did you ________ for dinner last night?

3. Have you ________ any housework/chores today?

4. What’s a difficult decision you have  ________?

5. Do you prefer ________ the dishes or the laundry?

6. Have you ________ any plans for the weekend?

7. When was the last time you ________ (cut) your hair?

8. What was the last phone call you ________?

9. Do you enjoy ________ speeches?

10. What tasks do you have to ________ before tomorrow?
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Verb-noun collocations review: Match the activities with the correct verb.
running exercise a card game ice skating waterpolo chess
a workout boxing karate hiking climbing padel

Play Go Do
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Verb-noun collocations continued:
Have Take Get
a baby *a break/rest a job
a cold/the flu care home
a head/back/stomach ache a nap a ticket/fine
*a shower/bath a chance a tan
a talk/conversation/chat *a bus/plane/train/taxi a joke
a good time/fun time a phone call 
a party *a decision a degree
a meal *a test/exam sleep

*These nouns can be used with other verbs and have the SAME meaning



Activity: Complete the following sentences with the correct form of ‘have,’ 
‘take’ or ‘get.’
1. She graduated from university and ______ her degree in engineering.

2. “Congratulations, I heard you are ______ a baby in August!

3. When he does his homework, he prefers to ______ his time and review all the material.

4. Many people have ______ tickets for breaking the confinement rules during the 

quarantine.

5. In the summer I love sunbathing at the beach and ______ a tan.

6. When his car broke, he was forced to ______ the bus to work.

7. The children ______ fun celebrating at their classmate’s birthday party last week.

8. Last night I didn’t ____ any sleep and now I ____ a horrible headache.

9. Next weekend we are ______ a surprise party for our mother.

10. “I have been working all day, I need ______ a break and ______ something to eat.”
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Do vs make review:
DO

-DO is used when talking about work, jobs or tasks!

-DO is used to refer to activities in general without being specific, using words like ‘thing,’ ‘anything,’ ‘something,’ 

etc.!        

-DO is to replace a verb when the meaning is clear or obvious!

MAKE

- MAKE is for producing, constructing, creating or building something new!

- MAKE is for producing an action or reaction!                 

- MAKE is for plans and decisions!        

- MAKE is for speaking and certain sounds!

- MAKE is used with food, drink and meals!
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Do vs make review:

DO MAKE


